We present the notion of steadfastness that at once embodies modularity, reusability, and formal correctness. A steadfast program is an open program with parameters, which is parametrically correct in the sense that it will always be correct with respect to its (open) speci cation whenever its parameters are computed correctly. Thus, a steadfast program is correct, modular and reusable. Therefore, steadfastness provides a basis for hierarchical construction of correct reusable modules. We rst introduce the idea of steadfastness in an informal manner. Then we give a modeltheoretic characterisation of steadfastness, followed by an operational semantics based on the (open) completion of an open program. Finally, we apply our general results to program correctness with respect to parametric speci cations.
INTRODUCTION
In (both standard and constraint) logic programming, we have developed a formal approach (see e.g. 17, 19] ) to constructing programs in which we can de ne and reason about the correctness and reusability of not only parametric programs but also generic classes (see 20, 15, 16] ). The cornerstone of our formalisation of reusability and correctness is the notion of steadfastness. In model-theoretic terms, steadfastness corresponds to parametric correctness in a class of interpretations.
It allows us to formalise correctness with respect to parametric speci cations, in such a way that correct programs are preserved through inheritance hierarchies of (generic) classes. Steadfast programs thus make ideal units in a library from which correct software can be composed. In this paper, we shall introduce, formally de ne, and discuss steadfast logic programs. 1 Steadfastness is a model- non-isomorphic (intended) models. We can de ne steadfastness formally in terms of models of open programs (Section 4), by adapting the completion as well as the minimum model semantics of standard (closed) logic programs. Moreover, this model-theoretic characterisation enables us to show that steadfast programs enjoy properties such as compositionality, reusability and inheritance, that are of crucial importance in modular program development.
In order to use our model-theoretic semantics to prove that an arbitrary, given open program is steadfast, we also de ne steadfastness in terms of computations of open programs (Section 5), by using variants of SLD derivations and trees, and relating them to provability from the (open) completion Ocomp of open programs. That is, we extend the kernel of the theory of (closed) logic programs ( 37, 7, 25, 1] ) to open logic programs. Based on this extension, we introduce (parametric) existential termination in a class I of interpretations. In this way, we establish soundness and completeness results for open logic programs. This leads to a major result: if a program P existentially terminates in I, then P is steadfast in I if and only if its open completion, Ocomp(P ), is true in I. Ocomp Steadfastness provides the model-theoretic basis for parametric correctness, i.e., correctness with respect to parametric speci cations. To de ne and reason about such speci cations and parametric correctness (Section 6), we make use of axiomatised frameworks of the form h ; Ax Th; Ii, where is a signature, Ax is a decidable set of rst-order axioms, Th a set of (already proven) theorems, and I a class of intended models of Ax. A framework typically embodies an axiomatisation of the problem domain, that provides an unambiguous semantic underpinning for speci cations and programs, as well as the correctness relationship between them (see 22] ). Axioms and theorems should codify all the relevant knowledge on the domain.
In an (open) axiomatised framework F = h ; Ax Th; Ii, a parametric speci cation of r is a set S r of formulas, that de ne r in terms of the symbols of . Thus S r contains symbols from and the new symbol r. In terms of models, S r de nes an expansion C r of I, namely a class of models such that, for every i 2 I, C r contains one expanded model i r that coincides with i over the signature and interprets r according to S r . We will show that, in the more general setting for program development, we can de ne correctness of a program with respect to S r as steadfastness in a class of expansions de ned by S r .
Correctness de ned in terms of steadfastness inherits the compositionality, reusability and inheritance properties of steadfastness. Thus steadfastness provides a formal basis for correct program reuse in particular, and for modular development of correct programs in general.
Furthermore, the theorems Th in a framework F embody knowledge already proved in F. Steadfastness in F thus enables reuse of not only (correct) programs, but also such (veri ed) knowledge.
The paper is organised as follows. First, we informally introduce frameworks and the idea of steadfastness in a framework (Section 2). Then we give a formal account of frameworks (Section 3), followed by a model-theoretic characterisation of steadfastness (Section 4), and a computational or proof-theoretic interpretation of steadfastness (Section 5), which together constitute a self-contained formal treatment of steadfastness. A brief discussion of the relationship between steadfastness and program correctness with respect to speci cations (Section 6) then rounds o the paper, showing the relevance of steadfastness to practical modular development of correct open programs. Finally, we brie y compare steadfastness with related work on modularity, reuse and correctness.
THE IDEA OF STEADFASTNESS
The notion of steadfastness is de ned in the context of a problem domain, or more precisely its characterisation. If our problem domain is library information systems, for example, then we need data types like strings and lists of strings to represent book titles and lists of authors, a suitable type for book codes, and so on. We will also need relations like author(A; C), title(T; C), etc. We call the characterisation of a problem domain a speci cation framework F, or framework for short. In this section, we will introduce and illustrate the idea of steadfastness by using this informal description of frameworks. Then in Section 3, we will de ne frameworks formally.
Example 2.1. Suppose we want to iterate n times a binary operation on some domain D. A speci cation framework for our problem has to contain at least the following:
(i) a (generic) domain D, equipped with a binary operation and a distinguished element e, used in (iii) below; (ii) the usual structure of natural numbers, to express the number n; (iii) the iteration operation (a; n) = e a | {z } (n times) a.
In this framework, which we will call IT ER, we can specify the relation iterate that we want to compute, by the following speci cation:
iterate(x; n; z) $ z = (a; n) ( The question is`How do we de ne the correctness of such an open program with respect to a parametric speci cation, and how do we reason about such correctness?' We will indicate how we might answer this question in general, by considering the particular case of P iterate .
Although as it stands P iterate does not contain any code for computing the parameters unit and op, it makes sense to talk about its correctness: P iterate is correct with respect to the speci cations (2.1) and (2.2) because it always computes iterate correctly in terms of correct computations of unit and op in any interpretation of IT ER. In other words, P iterate can be composed with correct code for unit and op in that interpretation.
For example, if D is the set of natural numbers, is +, e is 0, then (a; n) = 0 + a + + a = na. Now, if Q + unit(u) computes u = 0 and Q + op(x;y;z) computes z = x+y, then P iterate Q + unit(u) Q + op(x;y;z) will compute na, i.e., P iterate is correct in this rst interpretation.
As another example, if D is the set of integers, is ?, e is 0, then (a; n) = 0?a? ?a = ?na. If Q ? unit(u) computes u = 0 and Q ? op(x;y;z) computes z = x?y, then P iterate Q ? unit(u) Q ?
op(x;y;z) will compute ?na for an integer a, i.e., P iterate is also correct in this second interpretation.
In general, for any interpretation i of IT ER, and programs Q i unit(u) and Q i op(x;y;z) , the correctness of P iterate Q i unit(u) Q i op(x;y;z) , and hence the correctness of P iterate , is guaranteed provided that Q i unit(u) and Q i op(x;y;z) compute unit and op according to the speci cations (2.2).
The reusability of P iterate with di erent Q's to yield a correct program for different interpretations of the framework is an important semantic property from the point of view of modularity, reusability and correctness in formal program development. We call this property steadfastness in an open framework with a class of models.
As an example of a non-steadfast program in IT ER, consider the following program P iterate : iterate(a; 0; v) unit(v) iterate(a; n; v) m + m = n; iterate(a; m; w); op(w; w; v) iterate(a; n; v) m + s(m) = n; iterate(a; m; w); op(w; w; z); op(z; a; v) P iterate is more e cient than P iterate : the number of recursive calls is linear in P iterate , whereas it is logarithmic in P iterate . P iterate is correct with respect to (2.1) and (2.2) if D is the set of natural numbers with + as and 0 as e. In contrast, it is incorrect if D is the set of integers with ? as and 0 as e. For instance, for iterate(a; s(s(s(s(0)))); v), P iterate computes 0 instead of the correct answer ?4a. Thus P iterate is not steadfast in IT ER.
However, if we require that e and satisfy the additional axioms 8x : e x = x and 8x; y; z : x (y z) = (x y) z, then we can prove that the following properties hold: 2 (a; n) = (a; n 2) (a; n 2) a if n is odd (a; n) = (a; n 2) (a; n 2) if n is even and in the subclass IT ER of interpretations of IT ER that satisfy the additional axioms, P iterate computes correctly, and thus it is steadfast in IT ER .
For instance, if D is the set of m-dimensional square matrices, with the mdimensional identity matrix as e, then since matrix multiplication is associative, P iterate is correct, where op computes matrix products.
FRAMEWORKS: THE CONTEXT FOR STEADFASTNESS
In this section we de ne speci cation frameworks formally, to set the scene for a formal treatment of steadfastness in the sequel.
A framework is characterised by a signature and a class I of intended interpretations. For example, IT ER has a signature containing D, , e, , and the usual signature of natural numbers, and it has the intended interpretations informally described in the previous section. Signatures and interpretations are de ned formally as follows:
A ( rst-order many-sorted) signature consists of:
(i) A set S of sort symbols.
(ii) A set F of function declarations. A framework is composed of a signature and a class I of -interpretations. It will be denoted by F = h ; Ii.
Thus a framework is formalised as a class I of -structures, that correspond to the data types and relations that are relevant for the problem domain at hand.
For certain purposes, it may be more convenient to represent a framework by an axiomatisation Ax, such that I is the class of intended models of Ax. We will introduce axiomatised frameworks in Section 6, and show how framework axioms and theorems can be used to reason about speci cations and program correctness. In the next two sections, however, we will concentrate on the model-theoretic semantics of steadfastness, and for this purpose, De nition 3.4 of frameworks will su ce.
STEADFASTNESS IN TERMS OF MODELS
As we saw in Section 2, steadfastness of an open program P is meaningful in the context of a framework F = h ; Ii. In model-theoretic terms, steadfastness in I essentially means that the class of intended models of P coincides with I. In this section, we give such a model-theoretic characterisation of steadfastness of an open program, by adapting the completion, as well as the minimum model semantics, of standard (closed) logic programs.
We shall also establish that steadfast programs enjoy properties such as compositionality, reusability and inheritance, that are of crucial importance in modular program development.
The Open Completion and its Models
In our approach, programs are de ned in the context of a framework F. That is, their relation, constant and function symbols are symbols of the signature of F. Now we de ne the intended models of Ocomp + (P ), 4 Ocomp ? (P ) and Ocomp(P ). The intended models depend on interpretations of , and we shall call them jmodels, where j stands for a -interpretation. We shall de ne minimum and maximum j-models.
To de ne j-models, we need to make use of expansions of interpretations to larger signatures and reducts to smaller ones.
De nition 4.5. (Reducts and Expansions)
Let be a signature, and let i be a -interpretation.
(i) The -reduct of i, written ij , is the -interpretation obtained by restricting i to the symbols of .
(ii) Conversely, a -expansion of a -interpretation j is any -interpretation i such that ij = j.
Intuitively, a reduct to a smaller signature forgets the interpretation of the eliminated symbols, and an expansion to a larger signature introduces an interpretation of the new symbols, while preserving the interpretation of the old ones.
A useful, well-known property of the reduct i j of a -interpretation i, is that it behaves like i for the formulas of the sub-language L L . More precisely: Proposition 4.1. Let be a subsignature of a signature , i be a -interpretation, and H be a -formula. Then i j = a H if and only if i j j = aj H, where a j is the assignment a restricted to the variables with sorts from .
We will be interested in expansions of into a signature that introduce a set of new relation symbols (which are the de ned predicates of an open program P : ( ), and we will use the following notions of sub-interpretation, intersection and union with respect to :
Let be a signature and be the signature obtained by introducing in a set of new relation symbols. Let j be a -interpretation, and i 1 and i 2 be two -expansions of j. Then: For a given pre-interpretation j for a -program P : ( , the j-models of Ocomp + (P ), Ocomp ? (P ) and Ocomp(P ) are de ned as follows:
De nition 4.8. (j-models) Let P : ( be a -program, and j be a pre-interpretation. A j-model of Ocomp + (P ) is any -interpretation m such that: (i) m is a -expansion of j, i.e., mj = j;
(ii) m is a model of Ocomp + (P ), i.e., m j = Ocomp + (P ).
The j-models of Ocomp ? (P ) and Ocomp(P ) are de ned similarly.
If we have a -program P : ( without open predicates, and if coincides with the signature of P, then contains only the identity, and the sort, constant and function symbols of P. In this case, the notion of a j-model corresponds to that of a model based on the pre-interpretation j, as in 25]. We can prove the following closure properties: 5 Proposition 4.2. Let P : ( be a -program, and j be a pre-interpretation. The sets of j-models of Ocomp + (P ) and Ocomp ? (P ) are respectively closed under -intersection \ and -union . For a given pre-interpretation j for a -program P : ( , the intended j-model of Ocomp + (P ) is its minimum j-model, written j P + . It is de ned as follows:
De nition 4.9. (Minimum j-models)
Let P : ( be a -program, and j be a pre-interpretation of P. The minimum j-model of Ocomp + (P ) is the model j P + such that j P + m, for every j-model m of Ocomp + (P ).
The existence of j P + follows from the closure under -intersection \ of the j-models of Ocomp + (P ): j P + is the -intersection of all the j-models. As a consequence of (4.1), we can prove the following: Proposition 4.3. Let P : ( be a -program. For every predicate r 2 and every assignment a, j P + j = a r(x) if and only if m j = a r(x), for every j-model m of Ocomp + (P ).
Thus Ocomp + (P ) is related to the truth of the de ned predicates, and j P + represents their truth in all the j-models of Ocomp + (P ).
In contrast, Ocomp ? (P ) is related to the falsity of the de ned predicates.
De nition 4.10. (Maximum j-models)
Let P : ( be a -program, and j be a pre-interpretation of P. The maximum j-model of Ocomp ? (P ) is the model j P ? such that m j P ? , for every j-model m of Ocomp ? (P ).
The existence of j P ? follows from the closure under -union of the j-models of Ocomp ? (P ): j P ? is the -union of all the j-models. As a consequence of (4.1), we can prove: Proposition 4.4. Let P : ( be a -program. For every predicate r 2 and every assignment a, j P ? j = a :r(x) if and only if m j = a :r(x), for every j-model m of Ocomp ? (P ). Finally, the following proposition links j P + , j P ? and Ocomp(P ).
Proposition 4.5. Let P : ( be a -program. Then j P + j = Ocomp + (P ), j P ? j = Ocomp ? (P ) and, for every model m of Ocomp(P ), j P + m j P ? . We omit the proofs for these propositions because they are mostly an adaptation of known results (see e.g. 1]) to j-models. In Section 5, we will introduce open SLD-derivations and we will show that j P + coincides with the success set, and j P ? is contained in the nite failure set, of P with respect to j. This will complete the picture. Now we use j-models and their properties to characterise steadfastness.
Steadfast Logic Programs
Consider an open -program P : ( , in the context of a framework h ; Ii. Any interpretation i 2 I contains a pre-interpretation i j of the open predicates of P, i.e., i j acts as parameter passing. Thus the minimum (i j )-model of P represents the interpretation of de ned by P with parameter passing ij . If this interpretation coincides with i, then we can say that P is correct with respect to i. If this happens for every i 2 I, then we can say that P is correct with respect to I. Steadfastness (ii) P is steadfast in I i it is steadfast in every interpretation i 2 I.
We can prove a useful, necessary and su cient condition for steadfastness in purely model-theoretic terms, for -programs that decide the de ned predicates.
To decide a predicate, we use j P + for evaluating truth and j P ? for evaluating falsity. 6 Thus, deciding r(x) means that, for every assignment of x, either r(x) is evaluated by j P + , or :r(x) is evaluated by j P ? . Thus we introduce the following de nition:
De nition 4.12. (Decision Programs)
Let P : ( be a -program.
(i) P decides r 2 in a pre-interpretation j whenever for each assignment a, either j P + j = a r(x) or j P ? j = a :r(x). (ii) P decides r in a class C of pre-interpretations if and only if it decides r for every j 2 C.
We can easily prove the following theorem:
Theorem 4.1. P : ( decides (i.e., it decides every r 2 ) in a class J of pre-interpretations if and only if, for every j 2 J , j P + = j P ? .
We get the following steadfastness condition:
Theorem 4.2. Let I be a class of -interpretations and P : ( be a -program that decides in I j . Then P is steadfast in I if and only if I j = Ocomp(P ). Proof. (!) Consider a generic i 2 I. By Theorem 4.1, i = (ij ) P+ = (ij ) P? . Then i is a model of Ocomp + (P ) and Ocomp ? (P ). Since i 2 I is generic, we get I j = Ocomp(P ).
( ) Consider a generic i 2 I. i j = Ocomp + (P ) and i j = Ocomp ? (P ). Then (ij ) P+ i (ij ) P? , and our assert follows from (ij ) P+ = (ij ) P? . 2 Theorem 4.2 shows the role of the open completion. The picture will be completed in Section 5.4, where decision programs will be linked to appropriate termination properties.
Composition of Steadfast Programs
We can also study the the compositional properties of steadfast programs purely model-theoretically.
De nition 4.13. (Program Composition)
Let P : 1 ( 1 and Q : 2 ( 2 be two -programs.
(i) The composition of P and Q is simply the union P Q.
(ii) If no predicate of 1 belongs to Q, then we say the composition is hierarchical, and we denote it by P Q]. 
Therefore (ij 3 ) (P Q)+ is an (ij 1 )-model of P Q, hence of P, and we can reason about P and P Q as we have done for Q and P Q. We obtain:
The nal proof comes from (4.2), (4.3) and (4.5). 2
The relevance of steadfastness for modularity and reusability is expressed by the following results. We omit the proofs, since they are immediate. Proof. By Theorem 4.2, i is a model of Ocomp(P ) and of Ocomp(Q). Since Ocomp(P Q) = Ocomp(P ) Ocomp(Q), i is a model of Ocomp(P Q). Since P Q decides 1 2 , by Theorem 4.2 it is steadfast in i. 2 Example 4.3. In Example 4.2, P decides p and Q decides q, but P Q : p; q ( D does not decide p; q. Indeed, for every i 2 I, p and q are interpreted as the empty relations in the minimum (ijD)-model of Ocomp + (P Q), while they are interpreted as the total relations in the maximum model of Ocomp ? (P Q). Thus we cannot conclude that P Q is steadfast.
Consider now the closed framework with the signature containing one sort N, one constant 0, one unary function s and two unary relations even and odd, and with a unique interpretation i such that N i is the set of natural numbers, and 0, s (successor), even and odd are interpreted in the usual way. Consider the programs P even and P odd (as usual, universal quanti cation of program clauses is understood):
P even :
Now all the hypotheses of Theorem 4.5 hold, and we can conclude that P even Q odd is steadfast in i.
It is obvious that the property of being a decision program is inherited by subclasses. Therefore, by Theorem 4.5, we obtain: Corollary 4.2. In the class of decision programs, (non-hierarchical) program composition preserves steadfastness, and steadfastness is inherited by subclasses.
This corollary is interesting, since non-hierarchical composition P Q allows mutual recursion. However, to establish the steadfastness of a mutually recursive composition P Q we need to verify a posteriori that P Q is a decision
program. This makes non-hierarchical composition unsuitable for modular programming. However, it is useful for program derivation, since it allows us to derive separately clauses of single predicates and then compose them by verifying that the resulting program decides its predicates. As we will see, this can be achieved by verifying existential termination.
In contrast, (hierarchical) composition P Q] works for modular programming, because it preserves steadfastness unconditionally.
STEADFASTNESS IN TERMS OF COMPUTATIONS
In this section, we shall consider the models of an open program in terms of computations.
To this end, we introduce suitable variants of SLD derivations and trees, that we call SLD E -derivations and SLD E -trees, and we link them to provability from Ocomp + (P ) and Ocomp ? (P ) respectively. SLD E -derivations and trees allow us to de ne j-success and j-failure sets of an open program P : ( parametrically, i.e., success and nite failure sets in terms of pre-interpretations j, and to study their relationship with j-models. In this way, we can relate the model-theoretic results of Section 4 to their computational counterpart. We introduce J -complete programs, a subclass of decision programs that satisfy suitable termination properties. This will provide a basis for formal proof methods of steadfastness by proving open completion and termination.
Computations of Open Programs
First we introduce SLD E -derivations and trees. We shall use goals that contain equations as well as atoms, and adopt the following notation:
Notation.
We write A, B (ii) An SLD E -derivation from a program P is a nite sequence of SLD E -steps, such that each step applies a clause of P and introduces new renaming variables, i.e., variables not introduced in previous steps. SLD E -proofs correspond to SLD-refutations, where the answer substitution is replaced by the equations E in the nal goal. To extract from E, rst-order logic with identity is not su cient: we need the freeness axioms 36] which are included in Clark's equality theory CET. We do not assume CET here, however, and other equality theories could be considered, i.e., our treatment of steadfastness can be extended to constraint logic programs for instance. An SLD E -tree generated by a goal G from a program P is a nite tree, with goals as nodes, such that the root is G and, for every node G 0 , either G 0 is a leaf, or G 0 has k children G 0 1 ; : : : ; G 0 k , where r( ) is the selected atom, K 1 ; : : : ; K k are all the clauses with head predicate r, and G 0 Ki =) G 0 i , for 1 i k.
Let 4 be an SLD E -tree from P with root G(x) and leaves G 1 ; : : : ; G n . Every leaf G i ; 1 i n; contains all the variables x of the root, in the equations introduced by the rst SLD E -step, and the renaming variables w i introduced in the path ending with G i . We will write G i (x; w i ) to indicate the variables of G i . We can prove the following lemma, which explains the logical meaning of SLD E -trees. 
Success Sets of Open Programs
Roughly speaking, for every xed pre-interpretation j, the j-success set of P is what P computes successfully in j. Technically, the j-success set of P, written j Pss , is a -expansion of j, and it is de ned operationally, by SLD E -derivability. Moreover, j Pss can be shown to coincide with the minimum j-model j P + of P, and thereby we achieve a (desired) correspondence between operational and model-theoretic semantics. Here we will concentrate on the de nition of j Pss and its properties. Other details on computations are deferred to Section 5. Proof. By Theorem 5.1, j Pss j P + . Therefore, if j Pss is a model of Ocomp + (P ), then it is the minimum one j P + . To prove that j Pss is a model of Ocomp + (P ), we use P instead of Ocomp + (P ), since they are logically equivalent.
Let 8x : C B be a generic clause of P and a be a generic assignment. We have to prove j Pss j = a C B.
Assume j Pss j = a B. Let be a renaming of x by new variables y. Let B; x = y P =) G(x; y; w):
Since a(x) = b(x), by j j = b 9w : G(x; y; w) we obtain j j = a 9y; w : G m (x; y; w). Therefore j Pss j = a C. 2
Failure Sets of Open Programs
Now we introduce SLD E -trees failed in a pre-interpretation j. Using such trees we will de ne operationally the nite failure set of a program P determined by j.
De nition 5.7. (Failed SLD E -trees)
Let P : ( be an open -program, j be a -interpretation, and a be an assignment.
(i) An SLD E -tree with root G(x) and leaves G 1 (x; y 1 ); : : : ; G n (x; y n ) is a failed SLD E -tree in j for a if and only if j j = a :9y i : G i (x; y i ), for 1 i n. (ii) An atom A(x) is a failed atom in j for a if there is an SLD E -tree 4 with root A(x), such that 4 is failed in j for a.
De nition 5.8. (j-failure Sets)
Let P : ( be a -program. The nite failure set of P determined by a -interpretation j, written j P , is the -expansion of j such that, for each r 2 , j P j = a :r(x) if and only if r(x) is failed in j for a: Lemma 5.4. Let P : ( be an open -program, G(x) be a goal, and 4 be an SLD E -tree with root G(x) and leaves G 1 (x; y 1 ); : : : ; G n (x; y n ). Let j be ainterpretation and m be a j-model of Ocomp ? (P ). If 4 is failed in j for an assignment a, then m j = a :G(x). Then: (i) For every pre-interpretation j, j P ? = j P if and only if j P is a model of Ocomp ? (P ).
(ii) If j Pss = j P , then j P + = j P ? = j P . Our next de nition combines the completeness of j-success and j-failure.
De nition 5.9. (J -completeness)
Let P : ( be a -program. Let J be a class of -interpretations. P is J -complete if and only if j P = j Pss , for every j 2 J .
In J -complete programs, j Pss = j P + = j P ? = j P for every j 2 J . We have now arrived at a result for establishing steadfastness using the notion of J -completeness. 
Steadfastness and Open Termination
The preceding results relate truth and j P + to the j-success set of a program, and falsity and j P ? to the j-failure set. Thus we have arrived at a connection between models and computations. As a result, we can also relate Theorem 5.5 to termination of open programs. We shall do so in this section, and for this purpose, we shall consider SLD E -derivations as computations of an idealised`open interpreter', which computes the pre-interpretations`virtually'. We will omit the proofs of theorems in this section, since they are easy consequences of those of the previous sections.
A computation for a program P : ( starts with a goal G 0 (x; y), ainterpretation j and an assignment a of x, where x is a subset of the variables x; y of G 0 . In the limiting cases, x or y may be empty.
For a given j, G 0 and a, the interpreter generates SLD E -derivations as follows. Let In (iii), we assume a fair selection rule. Search in the SLD E -tree is performed in the usual way, with backtracking, using either a depth-rst or a breadth-rst strategy.
The answer of a successful derivation G 0 (x; y) P =) G i (x; y; w i ) is a goal G i (x; y; w i )
that contains only open atoms and equations. Since j j = a 9y; w i : G i (x; y; w i ), there is an assignment b of y such that j j = a b 9w i : G i (x; y; w i ). Therefore the SLD Ederivation is successful in j for a b, and we obtain: j Pss j = a b G 0 (x; y): We will call a the input assignment and b the output assignment. The output assignment is (virtually) extracted from the nal goal by the interpreter, which is assumed to (virtually) compute j. In practice, we have the following cases:
(i) If only equations are involved, and the constants and functions of the program satisfy CET, then by CET we can solve the equations, and compute the output assignment. Moreover, in this case, SLD E -derivations can be easily translated into standard SLD-derivations.
(ii) If G i contains only formulas of a constraint language, then we get constraint logic programs. The answer will be computed by the constraint solver. i.e., it is assumed to contain an`oracle', in the sense of relative computability.
Here, e ective computability of pre-interpretations is not needed. Whenever, in a pre-interpretation, a (steadfast) program for the open predicates exists, it can replace the oracle, since it composes correctly with our (steadfast) P.
Now we can relate termination to J -completeness, where J is the class of preinterpretations. A necessary and su cient condition for J -completeness is existential termination in J , de ned below. Here we assume a breadth-rst search strategy and a fair selection rule. Termination of`real' programs , as well as other kinds of termination, will be brie y addressed in Section 7.
De nition 5.10. (Existential Termination)
Let P : ( be an open -program, and r be a predicate of . Then: (i) P existentially terminates in a -interpretation j with respect to r whenever, for every assignment a of x, either r(x) is successful, or r(x) is nitely failed in j for a.
(ii) P : ( existentially terminates in a class J of pre-interpretations if it existentially terminates in every j 2 J , with respect to every r 2 .
Existential termination has the following meaning. For every pre-interpretation j 2 J and every input assignment a of x, we get a positive or a negative answer in nite time, i.e., the interpreter halts either with a successful SLD E -derivation or with a nitely failed SLD E -tree. In the rst case, j Pss j = a r(x), and in the second j P j = a :r(x). As a consequence, j P = j Pss .
On the other hand, if j P = j Pss then we have existential termination. Then we have the following: Theorem 5.6. P : ( existentially terminates with respect to every predicate of , in a class J of pre-interpretations, if and only if P is J -complete.
Moreover, since j P = j Pss entails j P ? = j P + , we have:
Theorem 5.7. If P : ( existentially terminates with respect to (the predicates of) , in a class J of pre-interpretations, then P decides in J .
Finally, as an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.5, we get the following steadfastness condition: Theorem 5.8. Let I be a class of -interpretations, and let P : ( be an open -program which existentially terminates in I j . Then P is steadfast in I if and only if I j = Ocomp(P ).
These theorems provide the basis for methods for proving steadfastness in a framework. Such methods consist of two steps: proving the open completion and proving termination. We discuss their application to correctness in the next section.
STEADFASTNESS AND PROGRAM CORRECTNESS
Our treatment of steadfastness thus far is complete in its own right, providing both an abstract, model-theoretic characterisation and an operational semantics. However, so far we have not explicitly explained our motivation for characterising steadfastness, or its relation to the usual notion of program correctness. To round o this paper, in this section we will demonstrate the applicability of steadfastness to program correctness, and thereby clarify our motivation to use steadfastness as a formal basis for modular development of correct programs. For brevity and clarity, we will be somewhat informal, and omit some proofs.
Parametric Correctness
In this section we show how parametric correctness, i.e., correctness of open programs, can be formalised in terms of steadfastness. The standard de nition of correctness (of closed programs) is with respect to a speci cation, as follows (see e.g. 13]):
A (closed) program P for computing a relation r(x) is correct with respect to a speci cation S if, for every tuple t of ground terms, the following correctness condition holds: S j = r(t) i P`r(t) This ensures that the aforementioned reuse requirement holds for every instantiation. Now parametric correctness can be formalised precisely in an abstract, modeltheoretic way, in terms of steadfastness. As a rst step, for closed programs (and non-parametric speci cations), we reformulate (6.1) in model-theoretic terms, as follows: i S j = r(t) i m P j = r(t) (6.3) where the domain of both i S and m P is the Herbrand Base of P, m P is the minimum Herbrand model of P, and i S interprets r according to S. Since .4) i.e., P is steadfast in i S .
As a second step, we formalise a parametric speci cation f(S (p); S (p))g in a framework F = h ; J i. The parameters p are symbols of , and their interpretations in J represent the possible instantiations of p. For example, in the parametric speci cation (6.2), we can consider the instantiation D := natural numbers, := +, e := 0, := .
Finally, each instance (S (k); S (k)) of a parametric speci cation f(S (p); S (p))g de nes an interpretation i k of and . If P is steadfast in the class of all i k 's, then it is correct with respect to the parametric speci cation. Indeed, by Lemma 4.1, it correctly composes with every steadfast program Q for computing , in every interpretation i k , i.e., P Q] is steadfast in i k , as required by (6.4).
To formalise the relation between steadfastness and parametric correctness, we rst de ne speci cations as follows:
De nition 6.1. (Speci cations) Let F = h ; J i be a framework and be a set of relation symbols not in . A speci cation S of is a set of ( + )-axioms. 9 S is sound in F if, for every j 2 J , there is at least one ( + )-expansion j of j such that j j = S . If every j 2 J has exactly one such expansion j , then S is strict in F; otherwise it is non-strict.
An example of a strict speci cation is an explicit de nition: The condition J j = 8x : R sub (x) ! R super (x) guarantees the soundness of the speci cation in the framework. For every interpretation j 2 J , a ( + r)-expansion j r of j is a model of SupSub r if and only if r j r is contained in the relation de ned by R super and contains the one de ned by R sub . Therefore, SupSub r is non-strict.
Other examples of non-strict speci cations include conditional speci cations and selector speci cations. These are de ned and discussed in 21], where it is also shown that conditional speci cations are a special case of super/sub speci cations.
To de ne parametric correctness in terms of steadfastness, we need to use Sexpansions de ned thus: 9 + is the signature obtained by including the declarations of in .
De nition 6.4. (S -expansions)
Let F = h ; J i be a framework, and S be a speci cation of in F. An S -expansions of J is a class J of ( + )-interpretations such that J j = S and, for every j 2 J , J contains one expansion j of j.
Of course, a strict S has one S -expansion, while a non-strict S has many. Now, we can de ne parametric correctness in terms of steadfastness. In the sequel, we will consider the correctness of (open) + + -programs P : ( , with de ned predicates and open predicates , with respect to speci cations (S ; S ).
De nitions and results apply also to closed programs, as they are a limiting case ( = ;). For conciseness, the signature and type of programs will be left implicit, since they can be reconstructed from the speci cations.
De nition 6.5. (Parametric Correctness)
Let F = h ; J i be a framework, and let P be an open program with speci cation (S ; S ). P is correct in F with respect to (S ; S ) if and only if, for every S -expansion J of J there is an S -expansion I of J such that P is steadfast in I.
Note that, in the limiting case where S and S are strict, this de nition simpli es to the requirement that P is steadfast in the (unique) (S S )-expansion of J .
Finally, by this de nition, correct programs inherit the compositional properties of steadfast programs: Theorem 6.1. (Composition of Correct Programs) Let F = h ; J i be a framework, let S 1 , S 1 , S 2 , S 2 be speci cations, let P be a correct program with respect to (S 1 ; S 1 S 2 ), and let Q be correct with respect to (S 2 ; S 2 ). Then P Q] is correct with respect to (S 1 S 2 ; S 1 S 2 ).
Proof. Consider a generic (S 1 S 2 )-expansion J 1 2 of J . We have to prove that P Q] is steadfast in a (S 1 S 2 )-expansion I of J 1 2 .
Since J 1 2 is an expansion of a S 2 -expansion by predicates 1 that do not occur in Q, by the correctness of Q, there is a S 2 -expansion I 0 of J 1 2 , such that Q is steadfast in I 0 . Since I 0 is an expansion of a (S 1 S 2 )-expansion of J by predicates 2 that do not occur in P, then by the correctness of P there is a S 1 -expansion I of I 0 such that P is steadfast in I. Since 1 do not occur in Q, Q is also steadfast in I and, by Theorem 4.3, P Q] is steadfast in I. respect to (S 1 ; S 1 S 2 ) in a framework F = h ; J i, and a program Q is correct with respect to (S 2 ; S 2 ) in a subframework F = h ; J i, then P Q] is correct with respect to (S 1 S 2 ; S 1 S 2 ) in F .
In the limiting case where 1 and 2 are empty and J contains one interpretation j 2 J , Q has no open predicates and is correct with respect to S 2 in j, and P Q] is correct with respect to S 1 S 2 in j. Since this holds for every j 2 J , our de nition of parametric correctness meets the reuse requirement, as expected.
Proving Correctness
Having de ned parametric correctness (with respect to parametric speci cations) in terms of steadfastness, it remains to show how we can use this de nition to prove correctness. To do so, we shall need to represent and make use of knowledge codi ed by rst-order axioms and theorems. That is, we shall use axiomatised frameworks, de ned as follows: In general, the class J of the intended models is properly contained in the class of all rst-order models of Ax and is de ned by means of suitable higherorder assumptions such as the closed world assumption 6]. However, the results in this section are largely independent from any speci c intended model semantics.
Therefore we simply assume that there is a class J of intended models of Ax.
Th is a set of theorems that are provable (in rst-order logic) from Ax. It does not characterise J , but it is very important because it represents what is actually known. As yet unknown theorems are not useful at all, even if they are`implicitly present' in the axioms Ax. Now we exhibit two examples of axiomatised frameworks. The rst one shows a typical closed framework, namely Peano's Arithmetic. The second one shows a parametric framework, i.e., an open framework where some symbols of the signature act as parameters and, for every interpretation of the parameters, there is one intended interpretation of the other symbols. In these examples, the intended models are singled out by means of suitable domain assumptions. . . .
x + y = y + x; : : :
We assume the following domain assumption:
Nat is the Herbrand Base generated by 0 and s, i.e., it is the set of numerals 0; s(0); s(s (0) : : :
The imported symbols of NAT are not explicitly mentioned, and their intended model is that of NAT .
The intended interpretations of List are given by following parametric domain assumption:
For every interpretation Elem i of Elem, List is the Herbrand Base generated by the list constructors nil and , and by Elem i , considered as a set of constants of sort Elem.
Every interpretation of Elem and / has one expansion that satis es the parametric domain assumption, and is a model of LIST . In this expansion, nil is the empty list; is the usual list constructor; nocc(a; L) is the number of occurrences of a in L; and elemi(L; i; e) means that the element e occurs in L at position i. Now we approach the problem of proving correctness. We rst give theorems that show the role of the open completion in correctness proofs. Then we discuss the existence of proof-methods based on them. We assume that all speci cations are sound. Soundness guarantees that the speci cations are consistent with the axioms. Theorem 6.3. Let F = h ; Ax Th; J i be a framework and P be a program with speci cation (S ; S ). If Ax S S `Ocomp(P) and P decides in every S -expansion of J , then: (i) P is correct in F with respect to (S ; S );
(ii) for every S -expansion J of J , S is strict in h + ; J i. Proof. (i) Consider a generic S -expansion J of J . Let I be an arbitrary S -expansion of J . Then I j = Ax S S . Since Ax S S `Ocomp(P), then I j = Ocomp(P ). Moreover, P decides in J . By Theorem 4.2, P is steadfast in I. Then it is correct with respect to (S ; S ).
(ii) Since I is arbitrary, P is steadfast in every S -expansion of J . However, it is easy to see that, if P is steadfast in two expansions I 1 , I 2 of J , then I 1 = I 2 . Therefore S is strict in h + ; J i. 2 (i) is useful for proving correctness. (ii) allows us to use programs to prove that a speci cation is strict. Moreover, it shows that this theorem cannot be applied to proving correctness with respect to non-strict speci cations.
For a non-strict speci cation, the form of a correctness proof depends on the form of the speci cation. For example, for correctness with respect to super/sub speci cations, we have the following result: Theorem 6.4. Let F = h ; Ax Th; J i be a framework, SupSub r be the speci cation: 8x : (R sub (x) ! r(x))^(r(x) ! R super (x)); and P be a program with speci cation (SupSub r ; S ). If (a) Ax S f8x : r(x) $ R super (x)g`Ocomp + (P ) (b) Ax S f8x : r(x) $ R sub (x)g`Ocomp ? (P ) and P decides r in every S -expansion of J , then P is correct in F with respect to (SupSub r ; S ).
Proof. Let J be a generic S -expansion of J . Let j be an interpretation of J . Let i sup be the 8x : r(x) $ R super (x)-expansion of j and i sub be the 8x : r(x) $ R sub (x)-expansion of j . By (a), j P + r i sup . By (b), i sub r j P ? .
Since P decides r in j , j P + = j P ? . Now it is easy to conclude the proof. 2
These theorems (and similar ones for other forms of speci cations) provide the basis for an e ective proof-method of program correctness (with respect to specications).
As far as`is concerned, an interactive theorem prover for classical logic can be used. In our approach, a very important part would be a mechanism of information retrieval in well organised libraries of theorems, already proved in frameworks. This would lead to more realistic methods for proving correctness and for deriving correct programs.
Proving completion alone is not su cient. Indeed the above theorems require us to prove that a program decides a relation in a class of interpretations. For this purpose, the results of Section 5 become important. They reduce the problem of proving that P decides into one of existential termination in J (see Theorem
5.7).
Thus termination proofs play an important role in correctness proofs. However, they are not the main concern of this paper, and we will only give some hints in the following examples of correctness proofs. Consider the closed framework NAT , and the strict speci cation S prod :
S prod : prod(x; y; z) $ z = x y
We can prove:
NAT S prod`p rod(x; 0; 0) (6.5) and derive the program P 0 = fprod(x; 0; 0) g. Clearly P 0 terminates. However, it is only partially correct. In our approach this is revealed by the fact that Ocomp(P 0 ; prod) cannot be proved from NAT S prod (it is inconsistent). We can go on and prove:
prod(x; s(y); z) $ 9w : prod(x; y; w)^z = w + x The equation in the last goal is such that:
NAT fx 0 = x 1 ; y 0 = s(y 1 ); z 0 = z 1 g`y 1 < y 0 Since < is well-founded in the intended model of NAT , every SLD E -derivation performed by the interpreter of Section 5 is nite, when prod(x 0 ; y 0 ; z 0 ) is the starting goal, the input assignment grounds at least y 0 and the pre-interpretation is the S sum -expansion of the intended model. This entails existential termination in the (unique) S sum -expansion. Thus, by Theorem 6.3, we have proved that P 1 is correct with respect to (fS prod g; fS sum g).
By Theorem 6.1, P 1 correctly composes with every program that is correct with respect to S sum . The equation in the last goal is such that we can prove in the framework that len(L 1 ) < len(L 0 ). Since < is well-founded on natural numbers, we get existential termination in the S linked -expansions of the intended models of LIST (Elem; /).
As we have seen in the case of prod, our correctness analysis can be done in a modular way, i.e., we can study prod and sum separately. This works for logic programs. For real Prolog programs, however, this does not necessarily mean that termination is preserved. Indeed, our notion of correctness is model-theoretic, while in Prolog there is a discrepancy between operational and model-theoretic semantics. Moreover, we may require termination with respect to non-ground goals. These problems are important (see e.g. 30]), but they are beyond the scope of this paper. We will only brie y comment on them in Section 7.
Finally, we remark that the theorems of a framework are useful in the proof of the completion. For example, distributivity is useful to prove (6.6), and the rst two theorems given in the framework for lists are useful to prove the rst two clauses of P chain . Moreover, frameworks are also useful in the analysis of termination.
In both the examples, we have proved termination using only the properties of the framework. This approach to termination works as well for constraint logic programs, of course by using suitable frameworks.
RELATED WORK
We now brie y summarise the key features of steadfastness, and compare them with related work.
Open Logic Programs
An open steadfast program is an open -program. The semantics of an open program P is given by the j-models j P + and j P ? , and steadfastness in a framework F = h ; Ii intuitively means parametric correctness.
Open logic programs have been considered by Brogi, Lamma and Mello. In 3], they introduce Admissible Herbrand Models, to provide a model-theoretic semantics for program composition.
Admissible models can be seen as a particular case of j-models, where only suitable Herbrand pre-interpretations j are considered. By contrast, in our approach, we place no restriction on j, since we need to compare j-models with the interpretations of an arbitrary framework. That is, whereas 3] is concerned with a model-theoretic semantics for program composition, our primary goal is`open correctness' in a class of interpretations. Modularity is a by-product of steadfastness, since the latter is preserved by composition.
Moreover, allowing arbitrary pre-interpretations yields a greater generality. For example, we can switch to constraint logic programs without di culties, and we have a greater freedom in managing signatures, signature morphisms, and signature composition, since reachability is not required for j.
Modularity
A steadfast program makes an ideal module, since it is parametrically correct and can be composed with di erent (correct) parameters into di erent correct programs.
In logic programming, an in-depth survey of modularity can be found in 5]. There are broadly two main approaches: one based on an algebra for logic program composition, and one based on extensions of Horn logic.
The rst approach is exempli ed by Brogi, Mancarella, Pedreschi and Turini 4]. Here composition operators and their semantics are de ned for composing programs. Compositional semantics is based on the immediate consequence operator, although in other papers (e.g. 3]) a compositional model-theoretic semantics is used.
The second approach is exempli ed by Miller 27] , who extends Horn clauses by allowing implication goals whose bodies are sets of clauses de ned in an external module. Monteiro and Porto 29] use a similar idea to introduce contextual logic programming. Modularity can also be achieved by introducing types 31]. In general, enriching rst-order Horn logic yields scoping and abstraction mechanisms that support modules, data abstraction, and metaprogramming. This has been nicely explained in 28], where di erent extensions of rst-order Horn logic are considered, and the power of higher-order logic programming is brie y discussed.
However, in the above approaches, there is no notion of formal correctness like steadfastness, which ensures that the composed program is correct with respect to the intended interpretations of the framework. Rather, these approaches study module abstraction and composition at a syntactic and/or semantic level, but do not compare programs with (separate) speci cations: the component modules arè correct by de nition', and the composed program is also`correct by de nition', i.e., the composition rules are assumed to be`correct by de nition'. Whereas steadfast program composition guarantees a priori correctness with respect to a speci cation S in a framework, the correctness of any program composed using the above approaches with respect to S must be established a posteriori.
Parametric Speci cations
Speci cation frameworks allow us to introduce parametric speci cations in a simple and natural way, together with accompanying bene ts like modularity.
However, such speci cations (and their bene ts) can also be (and indeed have been) captured by other formalisms, such as algebraic speci cations (e.g. 10, 11, 38]), and institutions 12]. The latter have even been applied to logic programs 33]. In functional programming, Sanella and Tarlecki 35, 34] have proposed formal development of (parametric) ML programs from algebraic speci cations. Their work is very close to ours in spirit, and allows parametric speci cations and programs.
In our approach, however, we always distinguish between frameworks, specications and programs. A framework F de nes a general problem domain, and speci cations in F represent computational tasks in this domain. At the framework level, our approach 15] is very similar to the algebraic one, except that we use full rst-order languages, since we require their expressiveness at the speci cation level. At the speci cation and program levels, we introduce a notion of modeltheoretic correctness, based on steadfastness, which is the distinctive feature of our approach. By this three-level approach, we can put in the speci cation only what is needed for the program, while maintaining our relevant knowledge of the problem domain in the framework. This allows us to introduce in a clear way both strict and non-strict speci cations, and to de ne the corresponding notions of correctness. A discussion of this can be found in 22].
Correctness and Termination
We de ne correctness, in a declarative, model-theoretic manner, with respect to both strict and non-strict parametric speci cations. This correctness is de ned in terms of steadfastness and thus`inherits' the latter's compositional properties. We have also discussed methods for proving correctness, involving the open completion and existential termination. Correctness of logic programs has been widely studied (see Chapter 8 of 2] for instance). What distinguishes our approach is the presence of a class of interpretations, wherein speci cations assume their proper meaning, and wherein correctness must be established. From this point of view, Deville's 9]`correctness with respect to separate speci cations' is more similar than most to our approach in spirit. Even here, however, there is an important di erence in that our characterisation is a more abstract, model-theoretic characterisation, based on steadfastness. Our general re-sults can be used to introduce proof methods, based on the open completion and existential termination.
There are other kinds of (strict and non-strict) speci cations, besides those in Section 6. In general, di erent kinds of speci cations may involve di erent kinds of termination proofs (see e.g. 21]). Using model-theoretic correctness, however, may cause problems with a real logic programmming language such as Prolog, owing to the discrepancy between the model-theoretic semantics and the operational semantics of the latter. For`real' programs, we have to take into account depth-search strategy with a given computation rule. Thus, for practical program development we might distinguish two phases in the derivation of a correct program. In the rst one, we derive a semantically correct program, using the results of this paper. Then in the second, we adapt the program for execution by a speci c interpreter. This is not discussed in this paper, and will most probably involve transformation techniques.
To deal with termination, well-known techniques 8, 2] can be adapted for open programs. To handle modularity, and the e ects of the computation rule and possible delay mechanisms, results like those given for example in 30] should be useful.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced the semantics of steadfast logic programs, and we have studied their compositional properties, in an abstract, model-theoretic way. We have also introduced an operational semantics for open programs, based on a`virtual interpreter', in the manner of constraint logic programs 14]. Our treatment of steadfastness, given for de nite logic programs, immediately extends to constraint logic programs. Moreover, it can be easily extended to terminating normal programs. In fact, we have extended a kernel of the theory of (closed) logic programs 37, 7, 25, 1] to open logic programs. Thus, we have established soundness, and completeness results for open logic programs.
We have demonstrated the application of steadfastness to correctness with respect to parametric speci cations in Section 6, and in the previous section we have brie y discussed related pieces of work and their di erences with our approach.
The idea of steadfastness is primarily motivated by our work in deductive synthesis 24, 17, 18] of logic programs. However, we believe that it is an important concept for formal software development in general. Indeed, steadfastness is a combination of modularity, reusability, and (formal) correctness. As such it provides a basis for hierarchical formal program development that can be used to construct not only correct parametric modules but, more importantly, also libraries of such modules that can be composed correctly. Steadfast programs can be reused correctly with di erent parameters in di erent instances of an open framework. Our next step is to return to our original motivation, and design a synthesis method that is based on steadfastness. For such a method, the object-oriented technology would be an e cient vehicle for implementing reusability of speci cations, theorems and steadfast programs. Reusability is of crucial importance, since the e ort of deriving a correct program (together with its formal proof) is much higher than that of simply writing it (and hoping it is correct). In particular, knowledge reuse (by framework-libraries of steadfast programs and theorems) would make program synthesis a more realistically achievable task. For example, a lot of useful theorems have been proved on numbers, lists, trees, arrays, and so on. Their reuse is allowed by frameworks. When dealing with a speci c problem domain, we set up the appropriate speci cation framework by importing the frameworks for the necessary data types, and inheriting their theorems. These theorems are useful for writing down the right speci cations and to reason about program correctness and synthesis.
Equally we believe that steadfastness is a contribution to object-oriented programming. The reusability a orded by steadfastness di ers from that found in object-oriented programming (e.g. 26]) mainly in two ways.
Firstly, steadfastness characterises reusability at a high level of abstraction, i.e., at the level of the framework. In contrast, in object-oriented programming, code reuse occurs at program level, either by placing common code in a superclass that is shared by subclasses, or by reusing the same code for a method in subclasses that all inherit the same superclass. In other words, steadfastness provides a kind of declarative semantics for reusability, whereas in object-oriented programming, such a semantics is lacking. Nevertheless, object-oriented programming would be an e cient vehicle for implementing declarative reusability.
Secondly, steadfastness guarantees correct reuse. Here, correctness is de ned formally with respect to the given framework. In contrast, in object-oriented programming, correctness is usually only de ned informally. Thus, steadfastness could provide the basis for developing libraries which are (formally) correct with respect to frameworks. This would be a useful extension to current object-oriented technology, especially in applications where correctness and safety are critical.
In summary, steadfastness captures a kind of correctness that is preserved through inheritance hierarchies. As such, it provides the essential criterion for formal correctness for the development of next generation component-based as well as distributed software. Another direction of our future work will be to provide more evidence to substantiate this claim, by considering the following aspects.
Since steadfastness de nes a priori correct reuse, it should provide guidance for choosing the right components to construct a speci ed composite. Steadfast programs make ideal units in a library of components, and can also be used as distributed programs, with the advantage that they are a priori correct.
Constructing steadfast programs should also contribute directly to componentbased software development. This is because steadfastness is de ned in the context of a framework formalising the problem domain. Our formalisation of a framework corresponds to what is called an Object-oriented Design (OOD framework 23]) in component-based software development. Thus developing steadfast programs entails constructing (libraries of) OOD frameworks. It is now widely recognised that such frameworks are a more promising answer to software reuse than objects, and industry is increasingly using (OOD) frameworks rather than objects as the unit of reuse.
